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Context
In an international context marked by a steady increase in major epidemic events, scientific research is
in great demand, to provide institutional players with decision-making support in a climate of urgency
and uncertainty [Mor20]. Anticipating and controlling the spread of these emerging epidemics are two
crucial issues, that concern many scientific communities.

A great deal of progress has recently been made in modelling the propagation dynamics of these
events. To study the effect of human behaviour and the decisions of institutional players on bio-logical
dynamics, we know how to build hybrid models, by coupling discrete probabilistic modelling tools such
as Markov chains, derived from computer science, with continuous deterministic modelling tools such
as differential equations, derived from mathematics [CSB22].

Methods for verifying the properties of Markov chains are well known [BK08], as are methods
for analysing the dynamics of differential equations [Per13]. But the verification of the properties of
these hybrid models obtained by coupling the two formalisms is a poorly explored area, which today
represents an essential area of research, with equally promising applications in other fields (study of
the dynamic properties of biological systems).

Objectives
The primary objective of this thesis is to construct a new formalism for defining and studying a class of
hybrid models. These hybrid models will be obtained by coupling a deterministic continuous process
with a probabilistic discrete process. The chosen framework will have to be sufficiently broad to cover
several application domains, and will have to go beyond existing work [JCD22, SFM22, Hen00], in
particular with in-depth reflection on time scales. This class of models will also have to be equipped
with a logical structure enabling models to be compared and refined.

The second objective of this thesis will be to extend or redefine property verification methods for
these new models. In addition to the usual properties such as accessibility and invariance, we will
be particularly interested in dynamic properties such as stability and periodicity. The verification
methods may be numerical and based on statistical processing, or symbolic and associated with an
algorithmic procedure.

One case study will focus on epidemic propagation and control. These phenomena are characterised
by the juxtaposition of a continuous viral dynamic with a human dynamic aimed at reducing their
impact. The generality of the hybrid formalism designed in this way will be illustrated by a comple-
mentary biological case study focusing on the resilience of a simplified model of the circadian clock in
the face of events that disrupt it (jet lag, disruption of the day/night mechanism, etc.) [AMI16].

This research will be carried out in the context of two projects currently being funded: (1) the
CoSysM3 project, led by Cristiana J. Silva (University of Lisbon, Portugal), funded for 4 years by the
Portuguese Science Foundation, which focuses on the control of epidemics, and (2) the VERHYDYN
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project, led by Guillaume Cantin (Nantes University), funded by INS2I for 2023 and 2024, which
focuses on the verification of dynamic hybrid systems. These research projects will make it possible
for the doctoral student to spend periods of scientific collaboration between the Universities of Nantes
and Lisbon.

Candidate profile
To carry out this thesis work, the candidate should have a sound knowledge of theoretical computer
science, formal model verification methods, and a keen interest in applied mathematics. Experience of
studying epidemiological models would be highly appreciated.
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